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Introduction: A volcanic terrain is the result of a

complex interaction between many factors, including not

only the chemical composition of the magma involved

but the style of eruption and the mode of emplacement as

well. The Snake River Plain in southern Idaho is typical

of basaltic plains–an important style of volcanism also

found on Mars and the Moon. 

The major vent- related features in the central Snake

River Plain are small shield volcanoes with diameters of

1 to 15 km and heights of less than 200 m. The volcanoes

have a variety of shapes ranging from very broad with

gently sloping flanks (that merge imperceptibly with a

long lava flow or flow field) to those with steep summit

regions. To help ascertain the origin of these differences,

the vent geology and inferred eruptive histories for five

low-shield volcanoes from the central Snake River Plain

(Fig. 1) were studied using field mapping, geomorphic

analysis of digital elevation models, as well as

petrography and geochemical analysis of samples. The

observations are used to formulate a generalized model

for low shield eruptions and the landforms that result.

 The five low shields (Shale Butte, Sand Springs

volcano, Crater Butte, Kimama Butte and Black Butte)

are essentially monogenetic structures composed of lavas,

minor spatter (near the vent) and rare scoria

accumulations. The topographic shields range from 1.5

to 11 km in diameter and from 50 to 180 m in height. The

total volume of lavas erupted ranges from 1 to 15 km . 3

The initial eruptions at each vent appear to have been

the most voluminous and to have proceeded at the

highest effusion rates forming large lava fields

(compound lava flows) or long (over 50 km) lava flows.

The long lava flows that were sampled are rather

homogenous chemically although distinctive from one

another.

 As eruption rates declined during the later stages of

the development of the shields, three types of eruptive

activity were typical: 1) plug-like rise and overflow of

lava lakes; 2) Hawaiian-style lava fountaining from

nearly stagnant lava lakes, and 3) small strombolian

eruptions yielding small accumulations of scoria. These

processes built small topographic shields atop the lava

fields at each vent. The steeper-sided volcanoes have

"caps" of frothy spatter. The spatter includes evolved

phenocryst-rich magmas as well as earlier eruptions of

less evolved phenocryst-poor magma. Thus, eruption

style seems to be more important than viscosity increases

in creating steep vent regions. For example, the near-vent

flows, spatter, and scoria are more diverse in chemical

composition and petrography than the main-stage lava

flows.

The late-stage eruption processes suggest that

degassing of nearly stagnant magma columns was

occurring within the conduits. Renewed pulses of more

evolved magma that reached the surface may have

created repeated cycles of stagnation, overflow, and

fountaining. The more crystalline, more chemically

evolved nature of some late-stage near-vent lavas is also

consistent with a decrease in eruption rates from small

magma chambers experiencing fractional crystallization.

The theoretical calculations and the observed

dimensions of fissures suggest that eruption rates of

approximately10  kg/s may be associated with the initial6

eruptive phase. Gas exsolution and bubble rise (at about

0.5 m/s) may exceed the rise speed of the magma as it

slows or stagnates within its conduit during the waning

stages of the eruption. 

Craters atop the shields range widely in size and

origin from small pit craters to larger complexes with

lava-filled crater lakes. Some craters are little more than

depressions between low spatter ramparts. Collapse

craters form the largest depressions and they appear to

form by foundering of their walls into the vent during

lava lake activity. Nonetheless, the lack of mass wasting

deposits on the floor of the crater shows the craters do

not widen substantially after the solidification of the lava

lakes.

The similarity of these low shields to those on Mars

and the Moon suggests that similar styles of eruption

(rate, volume, rise speed, etc.) also prevailed on these

planets. On each planet a highly fractured lithosphere

may have access to magma staging areas, promoting the

monogenetic character and wide distribution of low

shields (contrast this with the multiple eruptions from

single vents typical of large Hawaiian-type shields on

Earth and Mars). The larger craters on lunar low shields

may result from the volatile-poor nature of lunar basalts

which could prolong the existence of stagnant lava lakes

and increase the foundering of the walls into the vent.
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